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AGENDA REPORT
Public Hearing
May 6, 2019
TO:

Commissioners

FROM:

Keene Simonds, Executive Officer
Robert Barry, Chief Policy Analyst

SUBJECT:

Proposed “Pala Band of Mission Indians Change of Organization” and
Associated Sphere Amendment | Detachment from San Luis Rey Municipal
Water District (File No. CO18-10 et al.)

SUMMARY
The San Diego County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) will consider a change of
organization proposal filed by an interested landowner to detach approximately 338.0 acres
of unincorporated territory from the San Luis Rey Municipal Water District (MWD). The
affected territory as submitted is undeveloped and comprises 13 parcels within the Pala Valley
community. The purpose of the proposal is to provide cost-savings to the landowner and
follows recent legislation delegating previously exclusive groundwater management
responsibilities of San Luis Rey MWD to a consortium of other agencies. Staff recommends
approval of the proposal with a conforming sphere of influence amendment, which
necessitates the noticed public hearing. Standard terms are also recommended.
BACKGROUND
Applicant Request |
Affected Territory as Proposed
San Diego LAFCO has received an application from a landowner – Pala Band of Mission
Indians – requesting approval to detach approximately 338.0 acres of unincorporated and
undeveloped territory in Pala Valley from San Luis Rey MWD. As submitted, the affected
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territory comprises 13 parcels divided between two non-contiguous areas and identified
hereafter as the “Gateway” and “Hanson/Gregory Canyon.” The Gateway area is located
adjacent to Interstate 15 in the southwest portion of San Luis Rey MWD and includes four
parcels totaling approximately 90.5 acres. This area lies outside the San Luis Rey MWD
sphere of influence with additional details footnoted.1 The Hanson/Gregory Canyon area
includes nine parcels totaling approximately 244.9 acres and is adjacent to the Pala Indian
Reservation on the northwest portion of San Luis Rey MWD. This area lies inside the San Luis
Rey MWD sphere of influence. The County Registrar of Voters has confirmed no registered
voters reside within the affected territory. A listing of all subject parcels comprising the
affected territory is attached as part of the application materials.

Affected Territory
- 13 unincorporated parcels
(338.03 acres in size)
- Represents 10.5% of the current
San Luis Rey MWD boundary
- Undeveloped and owned by the
Pala Band of Mission Indians
- Overlies the San Luis Rey
Groundwater Basin
- The Pauma Valley Sustainable
Groundwater Management
Agency recently granted primary
management responsibility for
the San Luis Rey Groundwater
Basin. Members include:
… Pauma Valley CSD
… Yuima MWD
… Upper San Luis Rey RCD

1

The Gateway area was removed from the San Luis Rey MWD sphere of influence and placed within the Rainbow MWD sphere in 2014 by LAFCO as
part of jurisdictional and sphere changes approved for the adjacent Meadowood residential development project.
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Subject Agencies
The reorganization proposal filed with San Diego LAFCO involves one subject agency: San
Luis Rey MWD.2 A summary of the subject agency follows.


San Luis Rey MWD is an independent special district governed by a five-member Board
of Directors elected at-large to four-year terms. San Luis Rey MWD was formed in
1958 to protect groundwater and water storage rights on behalf of landowners over
an approximate 5.01 square-mile jurisdictional boundary. This currently includes three
distinct service subcategories: a) water-quality testing; b) analysis of projects with
environmental impacts that may relate to water supply and quality; and c)
encouraging landowners to comply with State requirements regarding water
diversion measurements and reporting.3 LAFCO most recently updated San Luis Rey
MWD’s sphere in 2014 without the inclusion of any non-jurisdictional acres. Current
information on finances is not available as detailed in the accompanying footnote.4

Affected Local Agencies
The affected territory lies within the jurisdictional boundaries of the following local agencies
directly subject to San Diego LAFCO.5









County Service Area No. 81 (Fallbrook Local Parks)
County Service Area No. 135 (Regional Communications)
Mission Resource Conservation District
North County Fire Protection District
Palomar Health Healthcare District
San Diego County Flood Control District
San Diego County Street Lighting District
Upper San Luis Rey Resource Conservation District

DISCUSSION
This item is for San Diego LAFCO to consider approving – with or without discretionary
modifications – the change of organization proposal to detach the affected territory from
San Luis Rey MWD. The Commission may also consider applying conditions so long as it
does not directly regulate land use, property development, or subdivision requirements.
Additional discussion with respect to proposal purpose and Commission focus follows.
2
3

4

5

State law defines “subject agency” to mean any district or city for which a change of organization or reorganization is proposed.
San Luis Rey MWD does not provide potable or untreated water services and does not operate water infrastructure. All local property owners
rely on private wells overlying the San Luis Rey Groundwater Basin.
At this time, San Luis Rey MWD does not operate an internet website and no information is available to the public regarding the MWD’s activities,
Board meetings, budgets, or financial statements. According to the County of San Diego, San Luis Rey MWD territory has a total assessed
valuation of $39,547,414 and will generate a total of $2,128 in property taxes to the District for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2019. San Luis Rey
MWD fixed charge special assessments for fiscal year 2018-2019 are applied to a total of 56 parcels and will generate a total of $45,300 in revenue
for the MWD. The County financial data for fiscal year 2018-2019 indicates San Luis Rey MWD’s combined total revenues as $47,428.
State law defines “affected local agency” as any entity that contains, or would contain, or whose sphere contains or would contain, any territory
for which a change of organization is proposed or ordered. Notice of the proposal and hearing were provided to the agencies.
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Proposal Purpose
The purpose of the proposal is to accommodate cost-savings for the landowner – Pala Band
of Mission Indians – in conjunction with no longer desiring groundwater management
services from San Luis Rey MWD. The timing of proposal follows recent legislative changes
that delegate core groundwater management responsibilities for the local basin to a
consortium known as the Pauma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA). The
landowner believes this legislative change supersedes the need for the affected territory to
remain in San Luis Rey MWD and detachment is necessary to cease paying annual parcel
assessments to the District, which presently total $6,820 for all 13 subject parcels.
Development Potential
The affected territory is undeveloped and located within the Pala-Pauma Subregional
Planning Area of the County of San Diego. Existing County land use designations include
Rural Lands (RL-40) and Semi-Rural Residential (SR-10). Present County zoning designations
include General Agriculture (A72), General Commercial (C44), and Special Use (S-88 and S82)
with minimum lot sizes ranging from 4 to 20 acres. No new development is associated with
the proposed change of organization. Approval of the proposed detachment will not affect
the existing land use or zoning designations or local development potential.
Commission Focus
Three central and sequential policy items underlie the San Diego LAFCO’s consideration of the
change of organization. These policy items take the form of new determinations and orient the
Commission to consider the stand-alone merits of a (a) conforming sphere of influence
amendment, (b) timing of the change of organization, and (c) whether discretionary boundary
modifications or approval terms are appropriate. The Commission must also consider other
relevant statutes in and outside of LAFCO law as detailed.
ANALYSIS
The analysis of the change of organization is organized into two subsections. The first
subsection pertains to evaluating the central issues referenced in the preceding section and
specifically the conforming sphere amendment, change of organization timing, and whether
modification and/or terms are appropriate. The second subsection considers other germane
issues required under LAFCO law or other applicable State statutes and highlighted by the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).
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Central Policy Items
Item No. 1 |
Sphere of Influence Amendment
The proposed change of organization to detach the affected territory from San Luis Rey
MWD necessitates San Diego LAFCO approve a conforming sphere of influence amendment
to achieve consistency with the requested boundary change per Government Code Section
56375.5. The scope of the amendment involves removing all of the Hanson/Gregory area
and its 244.9 acres from the sphere. Consideration of the amendment is premised on the
Commission’s statutory task to designate spheres to demark the affected agencies’
appropriate current and future service areas relative to community benefits and needs as
determined by LAFCO.
To this end, staff believes it would be appropriate for the
Commission to proceed and approve the sphere amendment for the cumulative effect of
recognizing San Luis Rey MWD is no longer the best current and future service provider for
the affected territory. The central factor underlying the merits of the sphere amendment
involves the diminished social and economic connectivity existing between the affected
territory and San Luis Rey MWD given the latter’s lone service – groundwater management –
is now tasked to the Pauma Valley GSA. Additional analysis is provided under Appendix A.

Conclusion | Merits of the Sphere Amendment
Approval of the sphere of influence amendment to exclude an approximate 244.9 acre
portion of the affected territory comprising the Hanson/Gregory Canyon area from San
Luis Rey MWD is warranted. Justification is marked by the preceding analysis and
serves to recognize San Luis Rey MWD is no longer the best current or future provider
of groundwater management service for the affected territory given the recent
establishment of the Pauma Valley GSA. Additional analysis supporting the conclusion
is provided in Appendix A.

Item No. 2 |
Change of Organization Timing
The timing of the change of organization appears appropriate and highlighted by the
analysis of the dozen-plus factors required for consideration under LAFCO law anytime
jurisdictional changes are proposed. The majority of the prescribed factors focus on the
impacts of the proposed detachment on the administrative, service, and financial capacities
of the subject agency: San Luis Rey MWD. No single factor is determinative. The analysis
also takes into account unique and germane local conditions underlying the proposal,
including recent legislative changes affecting the San Luis Rey MWD service area and
management of the groundwater basin. A summary of key conclusions generated in the
review of these items follows with additional analysis provided in Appendix B.
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Service Needs
The uninhabited affected territory is not located within the imported water service
area of the San Diego County Water Authority and is wholly dependent on local
groundwater supplies extracted from the underlying San Luis Rey Groundwater
Basin. The County’s present and planned land uses of the undeveloped affected
territory are rural residential with minimum lot sizes ranging from 4 to 40 acres.
Recent legislation to protect groundwater resources has resulted in the formation of
the Pauma Valley GSA, which has been granted primary responsibility for protection
and management of the local basin. The establishment of the Pauma Valley GSA with
local authority over groundwater management indicates the affected territory no
longer has a need for San Luis Rey MWD services. Additional details follow.
-

6

The Commission has previously acknowledged San Luis Rey MWD’s service
responsibilities may be more efficiently provided by another service provider as
evident by including a portion of the affected territory within the Rainbow MWD
sphere of influence in 2014. At that time, LAFCO denied San Luis Rey MWD’s
request to activate its water and wastewater latent powers and determined
Rainbow MWD would be the best service provider for the proposed Meadowood
residential development and adjacent territory. Accordingly, the Commission
excluded the Gateway area of the affected territory from the San Luis Rey MWD
sphere and concurrently expanded the Rainbow MWD sphere to include the area
as the appropriate future and long-term service provider. Detachment of the
affected territory from San Luis Rey MWD similarly aligns with this earlier policy
determination and reflects the diminishing need for San Luis Rey MWD services.



Service Capacities and Levels
San Luis Rey MWD presently provides groundwater management services. The
capacities, levels, and performance of these services, however, are not presently
known to LAFCO due to a lack of information made available by San Luis Rey MWD.



Service Funding and Costs
San Luis Rey MWD relies on annual property tax allocations and fixed special
benefit assessments to fund its operations and services. The adequacy of these
revenues, however, is not presently known to LAFCO due to a lack of information
made available by San Luis Rey MWD.6



Local Conditions
The formation of the Pauma Valley GSA and establishment of its management
authority for the local San Luis Rey Groundwater Basin substantially supersedes San

According to the County of San Diego, San Luis Rey MWD territory has a total assessed valuation of $39,547,414 and will generate a total of
$2,128 in property taxes to the District for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2019. San Luis Rey MWD fixed charge special assessments for fiscal
year 2018-2019 are applied to a total of 56 parcels and will generate a total of $45,300 in revenue for the MWD. The County financial data for
fiscal year 2018-2019 indicates San Luis Rey MWD’s combined total revenues as $47,428. The County Auditor has indicated a total of $545.60 in
property tax revenues is allocated to the San Luis Rey MWD from the affected territory in fiscal year 2018-2019. This figure represents
approximately 26% of the total property taxes allocated to the MWD in 2018-2019. The affected territory includes 13 parcels with a cumulative
total special benefit assessment of $6,820, which represents approximately 15% of the total benefit assessments to the MWD during 2018-2019.
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Luis Rey MWD’s core service responsibilities other than limited pre-existing
groundwater rights allowed by SGMA. As San Luis Rey MWD is not a member agency
of the Pauma Valley GSA, detachment of the affected territory would reflect the
transfer of those service responsibilities and is warranted at this time.

Conclusion | Merits of Change of Organization Timing
The timing of the change of organization and detachment of the affected territory from
the San Luis Rey MWD is warranted. Justification is marked by the preceding analysis
and highlighted by the establishment of Pauma Valley GSA as the State-designated
agency responsible for management of the underlying San Luis Rey Groundwater Basin.
Additional analysis supporting the conclusion is provided in Appendix B.

Item No. 3 |
Modifications and Terms
No boundary modification to the change of organization proposal requested by the
landowner has been identified by staff meriting consideration by San Diego LAFCO at this
time. Approval would exclude approximately 244.89 acres from the San Luis Rey MWD
sphere of influence and concurrently detach approximately 338.03 acres from the San Luis
Rey MWD jurisdictional boundary. Standard terms are recommended.7

Conclusion | Modifications and Terms
No modifications appear warranted. Standard terms are recommended.

Other Statutory Considerations
Exchange of Property Tax Revenues
California Revenue and Taxation Code (RTC) Section 99(b)(6) requires the adoption of a
property tax exchange agreement by the subject local agencies before LAFCOs can consider
jurisdictional changes unless a master exchange agreement would be applicable. The
associated statutes also empower the County of San Diego to make all related property tax
exchange determinations on behalf of special districts. To this end, San Diego LAFCO has
confirmed the County has adopted a master tax exchange applicable to the proposed
change of organization. Applying this master agreement results in a “no” exchange.

7

San Luis Rey MWD transmitted a copy of its detachment ordinance and indicated the proposed detachment would be subject to an approximate
$60/acre detachment fee per the adopted ordinance. However, the San Luis Rey MWD Board has not submitted a resolution to the applicant or
LAFCO requesting a specific detachment fee for the affected territory.
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Environmental Review
CEQA requires San Diego LAFCO to assess whether impacts to the environment would result
from activities approved under the Commission’s statutory authority. Accordingly, San
Diego LAFCO is tasked with making two distinct determinations as lead agency under CEQA
with respect to considering the proposed detachment filed by the landowner. This involves
the (a) accommodating sphere of influence amendment and the (b) detachment itself.
Staff’s analysis and recommendations follow.


San Diego LAFCO serves as lead agency under CEQA for the accommodating sphere
of influence amendment. The amendment involves exclusion of an approximate
244.89 acre portion of the affected territory to achieve consistency with the
proposed jurisdictional change. Staff has determined the activity is a project under
CEQA but exempt from further review under the “general rule” provision provided
under State CEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3). This exemption appropriately
applies given it can be seen with certainty spheres are planning policies and any
amendments do not change the environment or authorize any new uses or services.



San Diego LAFCO also serves as lead agency under CEQA for the proposed change of
organization involving detachment of the affected territory from San Luis Rey MWD.
Staff has determined the proposed detachment is a project under CEQA but exempt
from further review under the “general rule” provision provided under State CEQA
Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3). Staff independently determines this finding is
appropriate given San Luis Rey MWD does not provide a physical service to the
affected territory and because it can be seen with certainty that there is no possibility
for the proposed detachment to significantly impact the environment.

Protest Proceedings
Protest proceeding for the change of organization may be waived by San Diego LAFCO
should the Commission proceed with an approval under Government Code Section 56662.
The waiver appropriately applies under this statute given the affected territory is uninhabited
as defined under LAFCO law, the subject agency has not filed an objection to waiving protest,
and the landowner has consented to the underlying actions as the petitioner. 8
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends approval of the change of organization proposal with a conforming
sphere of influence amendment consistent with Alternative One as outlined in the
proceeding section. Approval facilitates a relatively substantial reduction in the San Luis Rey
MWD jurisdictional boundary and reflects changing local conditions in which the District’s
groundwater management services for the affected territory have become duplicative and
substantially superseded with the establishment of the Pauma Valley GSA. Further, and for
telegraphing purposes, a comprehensive reorganization involving San Luis Rey MWD may be
8

LAFCO law defines uninhabited as territory in which 11 or less registered voters reside.
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appropriate for the Commission to consider as part of its scheduled municipal service review
of the region in 2019-2020.
ALTERNATIVES FOR ACTION
The following alternative actions are available to San Diego LAFCO and can be accomplished
with a single-motion:
Alternative One (recommended):
a) Accept and incorporate the analysis of the Executive Officer’s written report.
b) As lead agency, make the following combined finding under CEQA:
- The concurrent change of organization and associated sphere of influence
amendment qualifies as a project under CEQA, but exempt from further review
under the “general rule” provision provided under State CEQA Guidelines Section
15061(b)(3). This exemption appropriately applies given it can be seen with
certainty spheres are planning policies and any amendments do not make any
changes to the environment or authorize any new uses or services; and, San Luis
Rey MWD does not physically provide service to the affected territory and it can be
seen with certainty that there is no possibility for the proposed detachment to
significantly impact the environment.
c) Determine protest proceedings are waived under Government Code Section 56662.
d) Approve the proposed change of organization – cited in short-form as “Pala Band of
Mission Indians Change of Organization” with a conforming sphere of influence
amendment and authorize the Executive Officer to execute a conforming resolution.
e) Approval is termed on the following standard conditions being satisfied within 12 months
unless a time extension is requested and approved by the Commission through the
Executive Officer:
-

Completion of the 30-day reconsideration period under Government Code 56895.

-

Submittal of a final map and geographic description of the affected territory as
approved by the Commission conforming to the requirements of the State Board of
Equalization – Tax Services Division.

-

Payment of any outstanding fees generated in the processing of the proposal
pursuant to the LAFCO Fee Schedule as well as any related third-party charges.

Alternative Two:
Continue consideration to the next regular meeting and provide direction to staff
concerning additional information, as needed.
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Alternative Three:
Disapprove the proposal. This option would preclude a similar proposal being presented
to the Commission for a period of no less than one year unless waived.
PROCEDURES FOR CONSIDERATION
This item has been placed on the agenda as part of a noticed public hearing. The following
procedures, accordingly, are recommended in the consideration of this item:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Receive verbal report from staff unless waived;
Invite comments from the applicant, Pala Band of Mission Indians;
Invite comments from the subject agency, San Luis Rey MWD;
Open the hearing and invite audience comments; and
Close the hearing, discuss item, and consider action on recommendation.

On behalf of staff,

Robert Barry, AICP
Chief Policy Analyst
Appendices:
A)
B)

Analysis of Sphere Change Factors
Analysis of Boundary Change Factors

Attachments:
1)
2)

Vicinity Map
Proposal Materials
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APPENDIX A
Government Code Section 56425
Sphere of Influence Determinations

1) The present and planned land uses, including agricultural and open-space lands.
_____________________________________________________________________________
The affected territory is entirely unincorporated and undeveloped. The affected territory
lies within the County of San Diego’s Pala-Pauma Subregional Planning Area and designated
for various rural and low density uses. Associated zoning standards prescribe minimum lot
sizes from 4 to 40 acres. The affected territory does not contain agricultural uses.
(2) The present and probable need for public facilities and services in the area.
_____________________________________________________________________________
The affected territory is part of the County of San Diego’s Pala-Pauma Subregional Planning
Area. Current SANDAG population estimates (2016) for the Pala-Pauma area total 5,765 with
the expectation of increasing to 9,058 by 2050. However, significant local growth that
would increase the need for public facilities and services is not anticipated in the near term.
The affected territory is uninhabited (containing no registered voters), undeveloped, and
located outside of the County Water Authority imported water service area.
(3) The present capacity of public facilities and adequacy of public services the agency
provides or is authorized to provide.
_____________________________________________________________________________
San Luis Rey MWD is authorized to provide groundwater management services only; it does
not physically provide water services or operate water infrastructure within its jurisdictional
boundary. The capacities, levels, and performance of the groundwater management
services, however, are not presently known to LAFCO due to a lack of information made
available by San Luis Rey MWD.
(4) The existence of any social or economic communities of interest in the area if the
Commission determines that they are relevant to the agency.
_____________________________________________________________________________
The affected territory has existing communities of interest with the Pala-Pauma area
through common economic and social ties. The Commission has previously recognized these
ties by retaining the majority of the affected territory within the San Luis Rey MWD sphere
of influence. Reducing the San Luis Rey MWD sphere to exclude the remainder of the
affected territory reflects changing local conditions and diminishing social and economic
connectivity with the District given the latter’s lone service – groundwater management –
has been legislatively tasked to the Pauma Valley GSA.
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(5) The present and probable need for those public facilities and services of any
disadvantaged unincorporated communities within the existing sphere of influence.
_____________________________________________________________________________
The affected territory is not in a census tract qualifying as a disadvantaged unincorporated
community under LAFCO policy.
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APPENDIX B
Government Code Section 56668
Proposal Review Factors
a) Population and population density; land area and land use; per capita assessed
valuation; topography, natural boundaries, and drainage basins; proximity to other
populated areas; the likelihood of significant growth in the area, and in adjacent areas,
during the next 10 years.
The approximate 338.03 acre affected territory includes two distinct and noncontiguous
detachment areas: the Gateway area with four unincorporated parcels totaling
approximately 90.53 acres and the Hanson/Gregory Canyon area with nine unincorporated
parcels totaling approximately 244.89 acres. All of the affected territory is undeveloped and
located within the Pala-Pauma Subregional Planning Area of the County of San Diego
approximately 5 miles north of the City of Escondido. No new development is associated
with the proposed change of organization and existing County land use policies
contemplate no significant new growth within or adjacent to the affected territory. The
affected territory overlies the San Luis Rey Groundwater Basin and is bisected by the San
Luis Rey River within Pauma Valley. The County Registrar of Voters has confirmed that no
registered voters reside within the affected territory.
b) The need for municipal services; the present cost and adequacy of municipal services
and controls in the area; probable future needs for those services and controls;
probable effect of the proposed incorporation, formation, annexation, or exclusion and
of alternative courses of action on the cost and adequacy of services and controls in the
area and adjacent areas.
The County of San Diego acts as the primary purveyor of general governmental services to
the affected territory. This includes community planning, roads, street lighting, and law
enforcement. There are also several local governmental agencies that provide individual
services to the affected territory. This includes the Resource Conservation District of
Greater San Diego County (watershed & soil conservation) and San Diego County Flood
Control District (flood control). San Luis Rey MWD was formed in 1958 to protect
groundwater and water storage rights on behalf of landowners over an approximate 5.01
square-mile service area. This currently includes three distinct service subcategories: a)
water-quality testing; b) analysis of projects with environmental impacts that may relate to
water supply and quality; and c) encouraging landowners to comply with State requirements
regarding water diversion measurements and reporting. (San Luis Rey MWD does not
provide potable or untreated water services and does not operate water infrastructure; all
landowners rely on private wells overlying the San Luis Rey Groundwater Basin.) The
capacities, levels, and performance of these services, however, are not presently known to
LAFCO due to a lack of information made available by San Luis Rey MWD. Separately, in
2017, the Pauma Valley GSA was created and is now tasked with providing groundwater
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management services for the underlying San Luis Rey Groundwater Basin.
c) The effect of the proposed action and of alternative actions, on adjacent areas, on
mutual social and economic interests, and on local governmental structure.
Approval of the change of organization proposal to detach the affected territory from San
Luis Rey MWD would support the affected territory’s evolving social and economic ties to
the unincorporated Pala-Pauma community and the underlying San Luis Rey Groundwater
Basin. These evolving ties have been recognized by San Diego LAFCO and are highlighted by
the previous exclusion of the Gateway portion of the affected territory from the San Luis
Rey MWD sphere of influence
d) The conformity of the proposal and its anticipated effects with both the adopted
commission policies on providing planned, orderly, efficient patterns of urban
development, and the policies/priorities set forth in G.C. Section 56377.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The proposed detachment of the affected territory from San Luis Rey MWD does not involve
new development or changes to existing land use or zoning designations. Therefore, the
proposal will have no effect on providing planned, orderly, efficient patterns of urban
development. The proposal would not induce or otherwise facilitate the loss of open-space
lands, and as such does not conflict with Government Code Section 56377.
e) The effect of the proposal on maintaining the physical and economic integrity of
agricultural lands, as defined by G.C. Section 56016.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

No portion of the affected territory qualifies as agricultural lands under LAFCO law. The
change of organization proposal is specific to detachment of the affected territory from San
Luis Rey MWD and would have no effect on maintaining the physical and economic integrity
of agricultural lands.
f) The definiteness and certainty of the boundaries of the territory, the nonconformance
of proposed boundaries with lines of assessment, the creation of islands or corridors of
unincorporated territory, and other similar matters.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The boundary of the affected territory is certain and known with surveyed metes and
bounds on file with LAFCO. Approval would be termed on the submittal of a map and
geographic description of the affected territory for the detachment from San Luis Rey MWD.
Approval will not create new islands or corridors of unincorporated territory.
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g) A regional transportation plan adopted pursuant to Section 65080.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The proposal does not involve new development or other changes that would generate or
otherwise affect traffic, transportation, or circulation. Therefore, the proposal will not
conflict with San Diego Forward, the regional transportation plan prepared and adopted by
San Diego Association of Governments or SANDAG.
h) Consistency with the city or county general and specific plans.
The affected territory is entirely unincorporated and subject to the land use policies of the
County of San Diego. The County’s implementing land use policy document for the affected
territory are specified by the Pala-Pauma Community Plan, which contemplates the role and
need for organized services to support current and planned development.
i) The sphere of influence of any local agency affected by the proposal.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

As detailed in the accompanying agenda report, the majority of the affected territory is
presently located within the sphere of influence of San Luis Rey MWD with the exception of
the Gateway area totaling approximately 90 acres. Accordingly, detachment of the affected
territory would require a concurrent amendment to the San Luis Rey MWD sphere to
achieve consistency with the proposed change of organization. Approval of the detachment
from San Luis Rey MWD would be in accordance with the Commission’s previous
identification of Rainbow MWD as the appropriate future provider water and wastewater
services to the Gateway portion of the affected territory. Detachment of the remainder of
the affected territory would acknowledge that the recently-formed Pauma Valley GSA is the
appropriate future provider for local groundwater protection and management.
j) The comments of any affected local agency or other public agency.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Attorneys representing San Luis Rey MWD forwarded a letter sent to the landowner of the
affected territory in response to the requested detachment. The letter identifies a
detachment ordinance adopted by the San Luis Rey MWD with an applicable base
detachment fee of $60 per acre. However, no resolution has been submitted to LAFCO from
San Luis Rey MWD requesting a detachment fee be imposed as an approval term. No other
public agencies have provided comments as of the agenda report publication.
k) The ability of the newly formed or receiving entity to provide the services which are
the subject of the application to the area, including the sufficiency of revenues for
those services following the proposed boundary change.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

No formal transfer of services would result from the proposal. Separately, San Luis Rey
MWD does not operate an internet website and no information is available to the public
regarding District activities, Board meetings, budgets, or financial statements. The lack of
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information precludes LAFCO from assessing the financial effect of the proposal on San Luis
Rey MWD with additional information footnoted.9
l) Timely availability of adequate water supplies for projected needs as specified in G.C.
Section 65352.5.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory lies outside of the San Diego County Water Authority imported water
service area, and as such the subject lands are wholly dependent on groundwater. The
Pauma Valley GSA’s groundwater management services already overlap the affected
territory and would be unaffected by the proposal.
m) The extent to which the proposal will affect a city or cities and the county in achieving
their respective fair shares of the regional housing needs as determined by the
appropriate council of governments.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The reorganization proposal does not involve new development or other changes that may
impact any local agencies in accommodating their regional housing needs. All potential
residential units associated with the affected territory are already assigned to the County of
San Diego. This assignment would not change as a result of proposal being approved.
n) Any information or comments from the landowner or owners, voters, or residents of
the affected territory.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The Pala Band of Mission Indians is the landowner for the affected territory and serves as
the applicant for the proposal. There are no registered voters within the affected territory.
o) Any information relating to existing land use designations.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The County of San Diego General Plan and Pala-Pauma Community Plan designates a mix of
land use designations for the affected territory. These designations range in intensity from
commercial to semi-rural and rural residential with minimum lot sizes from 4 to 20 acres with
additional land use details footnoted.10

9

10

According to the County of San Diego, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2019, San Luis Rey MWD territory has a total assessed valuation of
$39,547,414 and will generate a total of $2,128 in property taxes to the District. San Luis Rey MWD fixed charge special assessments for fiscal year
2018-2019 are applied to a total of 56 parcels and will generate a total of $45,300 in revenue for the MWD.9 The County data for fiscal year 20182019 indicates San Luis Rey MWD’s combined total revenues as $47,428. The County Auditor has indicated that a total of $545.60 in property tax
revenues is allocated to the San Luis Rey MWD from the affected territory in fiscal year 2018-2019. This figure represents approximately 26% of the
total property taxes allocated to the MWD in 2018-2019. The affected territory includes 13 parcels with a cumulative total special benefit
assessment of $6,820, which represents approximately 15% of the $45,300 in total benefit assessments to the MWD during 2018-2019.
The affected territory lies within the Pala-Pauma Subregional Planning Area of the County of San Diego. Existing County land use designations
include Rural Lands (RL-40) which allows 1 dwelling unit per 40 acres (du/ac) and Semi-Rural Residential (SR-10) (1du/10 ac). Present County
zoning designations include General Agriculture (A72), General Commercial (C44) and Special Use (S-88 and S82)
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p) The extent to which the proposal will promote environmental justice.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

As used in this review factor, "environmental justice" means the fair treatment of people of
all races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the location of public facilities and the
provision of public services. The proposed change of organization involves detachment of
the affected territory and does not include locating new public facilities. Therefore, the
proposed change of organization is not anticipated to directly influence the promotion of
environmental justice within the affected territory.
q) Information contained in a local hazard mitigation plan, information contained in a
safety element of a general plan, and any maps that identify land as a very high fire
hazard zone or maps that identify land determined to be in a state responsibility area, if
it is determined that such information is relevant to the affected territory.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

The affected territory includes two distinct areas that are proposed for detachment from
San Luis Rey MWD. As of August 2012, the affected territory is identified on State maps as
located within very high fire hazard zones and state responsibility areas. The affected
territory is entirely unincorporated and subject to the safety element of the County of San
Diego General Plan.
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